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Establish in the capital and all the chu and hy~n (local districts)

ever-normal granaries (sangp'ybngch'ang), and in accordance with the

la~t lending and buying operat~s (ChOjOk~~, and

change (eliminate) the present hwanja( ~J:..) regulations.

(Note: In the capital and all the district towns establish

ever-normal granaries, and transfer the rice and grain and the stored materials

and silk of the current hwanja system in the district to ~ provide

material for the ever-normal (operations). This basically copies the

ancient ever-normal law. When grain is cheap, you buy it up at

an increased price (over the market price); and when grain is dear

you sell it off at a lower price (than the market price), so that
~t~ peasant(producer)

cheap grain does no injury to xMxiKKtxHxa, and dear grain does no

injury to the people (consumers).

The ever-normal method only uses g rice and grain and cloth, cash,

silver, It is not allowed to use coarse cloth~~~ )

and miscellaneous items. Everything will be done b urchase ::~ sale

(on the market).- The price set (for the purchase of grain etc.) will

...-a('~.t.( be higher (than the market price), and compared to the market price
,.~ U >~ 5b',
~,.)~~~ it will generally by l3)hitiier; make this the standard. (Subnote:

\' ,,,:'If the market price of _is cloth is ~;;;'~ice66~si~::'
~rice at 3 cu. Do not permit xa. OkPae(Crl 1'L~ :Hanhandaesajon, p.567:

In the Sung dynasty and after the government would ¢orce loans on the

people in order to collect interest on them, or they would by force make

allotments mfxsmmKJ and force payment of money, or they would force

taXEX payments.) All officials guilty of this will be indicted

3;50a under the law¥ for crime. When purchasing and selling operations

take place, then in the capital the Ministry (of tAxation) or~

officials in charge of making recommendati~ns (p'um'Ui taesin~~~
will memorialize for permission (kYemu~~\) and do it. In the

provinces, the magistrates will report to toe governor and do it.
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At the end of every year all will make a general record (hoerok~~e
and memorialize it to the throne (k"mun). (Subnote: In the adm.

districts, then at the end of e~ year they will submit a report

to the governor; the governor will make a general record (hoerok)

and memorialize it, and a ledger will be kept in the said Ministry.)

The governor, provo army commander, and general director of provo naval

commanders (t'ongsu~~J()'s yamens will also each establish ever

normal granaries and in accordance with la\" carry out buying and selling

operations (chojik). As for the amounts of hwanja (grain loan funds)

at present scattered about and kept in the x administrative district

towns (Op), in accordance with the circumstances they will moved up

(to the capital?), and in the provinces they will be used to

fill the reserves for the ever-normal (system) in the district town.

The meaning of the term, cho'ik, is basically lito buy and sellll.-
"choll means to sell rice to buy goods, and "chikll means to sell goods

in order to buy rice. The peoPle~ofthe country at ~re~t~e

all regard the lending of hwanja( 1:-) as lIcholl (~'L), and
~ ~

repayment of the loans (hwanja) as IIchikll , but they no longer (pIl!mkpulboKr \\ :-
understand the original meaning of the words. ThiS is from what 1

have seen as the sunken (debased) practice and lopsided methods.)(END NOTE)

In KoryC'> times they established

in the two capitals and 12 mok( ~)
the ever-normal grana ries

and carried out buying and

selling operations (chojik) during bumper crop and crop disaster years.-
When the people had a surplus, then they bought (the grai n?) up at a

light (p%ice?--opposite of what you would expect), and when the

'people did not have enough, they distribute it (the grain?) at a heavy

(price? opposite of what you would expect). The Ky~nggu~aej~n in

this dynasty also prOVided for the establishment of ever-normal

granaries in the capital and provinces. When (the price of) gran

was dear, then they bought cloth at a higher price, and when grain
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was cheap, then they sold the close at a reduced price. But at

the present time in the capital and the eight provinces there is not

one administrative town that has established and practices (this),

and this is a serious breach of the law.

but this benefit is extremely small, while

that the hwanja (grain loan) method is of no

3:50b

, You cannot say

[:

enefit to the people,

the harm is very great. The fact that at the present time the peopee

are concerned and in difficulty and have lost their places is generally

all the fault of the evils of the hwanja (grain loans). The harm

"green shoots system"

caused

ch1ien

different from the Itgr~hO~Oashlt(ch1ingmiao-

) of Wang An-shih. Su Ch1e ( ) said of the- ~
that: Because of the loaning of cash to the people

at the time when it was disbursed and collected the clerks conspired

to corrupt the law, and they could not prohibit cash from going into

the hands of the people. Even good people could not avoid spending

it in an unreasonable way, and as for repaying (the loans), even wealthy

people could not avoid violating (surpassing) the limits (on loans?).

Because it was like this, they had to whip and beat(the people to

force repayment) and it (caused) a lot of trouble in the districts.

During the T'ang dynasty whe~ Liu Yen<t!I~) was in charge

of planning fo~ the state, they never lent (money) to peo~ee that

had a surplus (1Jtt~ut ). Liu Yen said: To cause

people to have the unsxpected good fortune of obtaining cash is not

good (fortune) for the state; to have the clerks rely on the law to

force XpKJMHRX (repayments) (from the people) does not benefit the people.

Even though I have never (allowed) borro\ving and lending, still

when there is a bumper crop or a crop diaaster and (the price of ri6e)

is dear or cheap, I have never not known that when (the price is cheap)

you have to buy it up (at a higher price: chik), and when the price

is dear, you have to (sell it off)(at a kXgk lower price:~). By this
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p.76:3:50b means, in the fwr areas (of the country) there is no trouble from

severely high or severely low (prices of gran). How could KKK you

use lending?

\~at Liu Yen saXa described was the ever-nonnal system of the Han

p. 77, 3:51a (dYnasty). Truly, the best way to be able to carry it out is no more

than this.

"u Shih~) also discussed this and said: "The loaning

of cash under the lIgreen shoots ll (method)ilKs is something ~lhich has

been prohibited since the past. If at the present time you first

establish (this) La method and it is normally practiced every year,

then even though you say you will not allow forced loans (~kPa~~.

thtse are still empty words. Even if you really do prevent forced

loans, the people who will want loans will definitely all be the

people who are isolated, poor, and unable to save (themselves), and

if there happens to be a surplus, why go to the extent of having officials

trade and exchange (grain loans). \4hen the beatings (fo force

payment) become urgent, then it will cause the people to take flight

to seek refuge, and if too many of them do this, then (their loans)

~ will be equally (distributed?) among the neighbor guarantors, and
.,. 0 can

the ~tuation will definitely become serious. g~RU say that the

ever-normal system is very good. It takes few people to maintain it,

while those to whom it extends can borrow broadly. If a tOvffi of

10,000 families only has 1,000 kok (of grain), then when the price

of gran is dear, the 1,000 kok will be (end up xm) in the market

and the price of commodities will naturally be constant and uniform

)

eat, and there

) or begging, and

chiefs (a-chengf ~"...---

..If market prices are constant and uni60rm

sufficient food in the country to

h~ing?(4ttA.
no laborious ef60rt from having the village

will be no evils of

(p'yong1il 3f- ).
then there will be

chasing after people (to repay debts). If at the present time you

change this for the 'green-shoots" (system) and lend 1 kok to a family,-
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then outside of 1,000 households, who will be saved from hunger?

(assuming that there are only 1,000 kok in the community) (How will

you save more than 1000 households?). And as for the official

cash of the ever-normal (system?) there is always fear that this

small (mat~er?) will destroy what has been accomplished (???) ~ what

will be lost will be even greater, and the RxmmtanxDhaxmiliimiatmxUsm

loans,

\forced

loss to the officials and the harm to the pea ~~-ven though you _ _#~~'t
how will it J.~ ""'-_.~,

t it .•.. .L.. be fb ''l' 'II fU'1 -- , ,
regre ,XAAAAAAA \:" ~ 11 e&6 14 •

There is certainly a lot that is mistaken about some of the

Iother things that Sux Shih says, but this statement cuts deeply into

the heart of the situation and is BppttKaBtK timeless in its applicability.

(.:::: t'ongnon~1!!:!~. The hann from the hwanja §in loans

of today are not particularly worse than the HSi-ning(~ ~ ) period

~ (1068-78), but to have evils accumulate for several hundred years

~ ( and expend great efforts (during that time) without knowing that

changes have to be made--how is that?

(Note: Even though it is said about the "green shoots" law

rthat the law was nothing but empty '-,lords on _paper, 1111 :tXxXx you

could say that it coincided with the desires (of the people -for loans)

and did not have forced loans. In the case of t~~ present hwanja
is made (anew?), definitely we will stop

,,,hen the law was made,.definitelyn~r~?lGe~1~

loans. ~k~sxiHl There is not~ng more to

be d~::::e~~:::=(jf1'~
talked publicl~ about the green shoots law, (and

that the edict on the green shoots is designed to benefit the small people

and not let the large landhOlders (kyllmby~ng_\ l\' )take advantage

of an emergency to demand double interest (on loans), but there is
kung-chia " Q

no advantage (profit) for the officials (the state: ksKkka kK~~~

in income. (? kung-chia wu so 11 chi ju ./~i1tff1t'flf.IJJ. nder
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p.n, 3:51b

3:52a

the present terms (of the system: ChOyak~~~), from the first grade

of village households and down, all of them borrowed a hundred strings

of cash. Households of third grade and up were pennitted to get

additional loans. The upper grade households were families of

#A-
large landholders from before. At -e present time many of them are allowed

to borrow 1,000 cash, and have to repay 1300 cash, so that the officials

lend out the cash and take interest on it (pangj~n ChIWiSik~~~~.).
Also, even though the tenns of the law prohibits forced repayment, yet

chia-heands ,,~~

it is necessary to make the upper households the EkXafx (chia-tou , ~Jl)

and make them responsible. The people are stupid and have no fear

of the distant future. ~fuen the ask (for loans), it is very easy

(to get them), but when they have to pay, it is very

Therefore ever since the system was handed down, those above and those

below have been fearful and doubtful. Everybody says that if you do not

force the distribution (SKR OkSan~~(Of loans), then the upper

hous ids definitely will not want to ask for them, and the XXHNKX

lower households (poorer families) together with the unemployed guest

households (k'e hOi.r ), even though they might want to "" request

(loans), it definitely would be difficult to get them to repay them,
there would be the fear that

and in the future/you would have to use punishment, dunning for debta- -
(repayment), the use of force, and EkK that the (outstanding loans)

would be distributed equally among the~ (members ofY)

~B~if~~lerlfi)ii¥fi~tt~d EkXrl :eado

Last year in (~~'tl ) there was a bumper crop and the price ofrt1 If you
rice was no more than 70-80 cash. ~iBBx~£iiKiKtK~~ took advantage of

the situation to buy up a lot of rice and wait for the price to
and sell it ~

go up, wk&RxhKXK~i~ (ChO~~ ), X~XKmKtBxHBX not only would

it coincide with the ancient system, but it would not cause the

people any loss. (HE"S ADVOCATING THE EVER-NOOIMAL SYSTEN AS OPPOSED

TO GREEN SHOOTS) The peopee would really be benefited and also they
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would have enough to have a surplus. At the present time all the

granaries are just about to buy up (grain), but (the chief ministry?

~~ ) has the intention of suddenly (issuing an order) to
They believe that if they

stop this.iHXBX8Kxxta transfer the ~XKxt funds for buying
chikpon

up the grai n ( , *) and use it completely for the (funding)

of the Ilgreen-shoots cash ll (loans). then they can ,dqXai:Rx.tlI achieve

the great accomplishment (merit) of obtaining 30% in if\erest (on it).
resources (0: )

(If this were done?), how would there be(time)for agai aking pity

on the fears for the long-term (welfare) of the people? People like to

talk about the case in Hsien-hsi province where they once tried out this

method. xxxsax The officials got something out of it and the p:~ were

benefited. This then was because the Transport Administration ~~~
had a shortage of military reserves, and it happened that~ the

winter to the spring there Has rain and snow, the wheat (~ )

sprouts were flourishing and they could see that they would become

mature (?), and it was carried out at one time (only). But now to

establishan office and set up a bureau in order to carry this law

out as standard practtce every year, how can this be compared to the

te,,>crary measure used in Hsien-hsi? ~~ .4:-
Ssu-... ;eo(~~1JJ~tOgetherwith Lil Hui-ching(~~~tr )

discussed the "green shoots ll (system) before the emperor. Ssu-ma said:

AS for the (loaning of funds) at ifierest under~ IIgreen-shoots ll

"

dt dIP ~ average person(p'ing-min
(system) (ch'ing-miao ch'u-shih ~~~ he common people

in doing it can still encroach on the lower households XKd so that they

will starve and be cold and take flight (from their homes). How much

(worse will it be) in the case of XsE district magistrates who have the

authority of the law (behind them)?

LU Hui-ching replied: As for the green-shoots mexHm law, if they

want it, then adopt it. If they do not want it, then do not force

it (on them).

Ssu-ma len said: The ignorant people know the advantages of
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k~ contracting debts (borrowing money), but they do not know the

harm of repaying debts. It is not only the district magistrates

vlho should not force (them); it is also the wealthy people ,,,ho (shollld not)

force them.

The emperor said: It has been practiced for a long time in Hsien-hsi

and the people do not regard it as bad.

'su-ma said: I'm from Hsien-hsi. I have seen the problems with

it, but have not seen any advantage to it. The court from the beginning
(an agency to be established)

did not permit there to be a bureau (separate bureau in charge of it),

and still it was able to plague the people. How much worse vDuld it

be if the law allowed it?

The words of these two men are also extremely clear, and it

is not difficult to see the advantages and disadvantages (of the green

shoots system).

Someone might say that even thaggh the evils in the present

hwanja grain loans are many, you also have to have (some method)

from saving the peoplef from poverty. If you abolish it completely,

then you won't know what to do.

1 say to this that without the ever-normal( system) it would

be perhaps difficult to abolish completely the haanja gran loans.

But once the ever-normal system were established, there would be no

doubt about the advantage from abolishing the hwanja. In general

the advantages of the h,,,anja system are small, while the harm is great;

the advantages are short while the harm is long. The ever-normalrsystem is advantageous and without harmful (effects). It is convenient

~ and does not have evils. If on behalf of the state you abandon that

which is advantageous and without harm and take up that which has

little advantage but great harm, how could this be regarded as intelligent?

Even though you~ht say ~t the hwanja system is necessary to save the-
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p.78, 3:53-b people from poverty, if

people and later demand that they repay it, then you will not be

able to avoid punishing them, putting them in jail, and severely

dunning them for the payment (of their debts). And therefore you

will have the evils of the village clerks running after people to....
dun them for debts and surprise and confusion in the towns and

back alleys. You will have the evil of officials disbursing (loans)

and the people paying them causing shortages and high payments; you will

have the evil of forced loans n people without asking whether they

want them or not; you will have the evil of poor people forced to flee

(their homes) and the substitute collection (of their debts) from their

neighbors and relatives; you will have the evil of Em clerks colluding

to commit corruption, of falsely receiving (payments) and arbitrarily
arise

expboiting (people)--there will be xmm so many evils/that you cannot

describe them all, so much so that the prisoners will fill the jails

to restore (fulfill)

The people will suffer

It will onlyand whippings and beatinss will take place everywhere.t

)

} lure people into the net without doin

the original purpose of benefiting the people.

harm year after year for no reason at all. The officials will have

a lot of trouble year after year for no reason at all. How could this

be a good method? How could this have been the intention of

(people who govern?).

system, then in bumper crop years

~)~~ the father and mother of the people~

~~~ , If you (adopt) the ever-normal

~~~~ no harm is done to agriculture (the peasant producers), and when there

~~ is famine, no injury is done to the people (consumers). Those above

and below are both benefited, and there are no evils either in prwate

or public (affairs). The good (aspects) of the law are no more than this.

(Note: The grain that is received year after year in the

hwanja loan system is basically grain that people1s families ought to
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p.78, 3:53b ,~k~-/;~keep stored, and••• the surplus ~t~1 1fi'~~ ) is to be used

3:54a

to supplement (needs) in time of famine. But (as I) see the situation,

the reason for the bother and confusion and the destruction (eating into)

of the people's property is only because of the corruption of the

chief clerks, and that is all. (The system) is really of no benefit
«/ ------------

,~ . ~ither to government or private (interests). If the advantages and------disadvantages (of the hwanja) are like this, but~ most of the

people still have doubts about whether (the system) should be abolished,

it is because they cannot see what is right before their eyes.

(( the

I have never heard where in ancient institutions they ever had

hwanja. In past times the also did not have the hwanja in Liao-tung,

-and yet the people all had enough, enjoyed prosperous times and were

ahHtK able to save pepple from starvation (during famine)KKiXXKaX.

~Hi£iEXixH¥ On the basis of this you can see that it was effective.

At the present time there is no hwanja system in the capital. If you order

the establishment of the hwanja system, then the capital bureaus will

have a lot of things (to take care of), but the people will be ensnared

into harm. iUlMmEmauhlim;~illIlCbluaiUi~Dll!x.1tkixiJhat could you do about it?

If (you establish?) the village granaries (sach'ang), then you should

only (use) the kye-grain (kyegOk~~ ) currently in the violages

- t:\ (tong: wards, villages), therefore you could have some
~ \V'"'\

advantage (from it), and it would of benefit to the people.)(END NOTE)

~ome might say that the hwanja (funds) are military provisions

f<kUnja~l ), and that if you did not have the hwanja system, then

lWhen you had to raise an army, how could you take care of tt?

I say to this that both the taxes kept on reserve (in t he district)

~~~I/ (yuset~ and the ever-normal (funds) are all reserves of the

~,~ \ state, The haanja (funds) are also things which must c_ from the

}Jvv~ Y \\ people. '.fuy is it necessary to have a special category of levies

~ (on the people) and call it Ihwanja"1l, and only then be able to provi de
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3:54b

for military expenses? Moreover XSK according to the present hwanja

(system), every year at the end of the winter~~

XRXXKpqmRBHitUl.~(people) are able to obtain (loans)

( tiikpong1~<t4- ). and dUring the spring they repay them. and

what is currently on reserve in the magistrate's ~x (officials's)

granaries are no more than a few months' ,wrth, so t hat even though

in name they are military provision (reserves), in fact it is

difficult to provide for military expenses (on the basis of these

reserves) •

(Some might) say that that the administrative town already

have their own hwanja (funds), but if you also have a supericr agency

(to govern the grain loans), then the amount of hwanja loans will

greaaally XHKXKaX spread and the evils among the people will be even

worse. If you abolish all of it, then the people EXgRx woul»d be able

to avoid being smeared with ashes (suffering). But the governors,

provincial a~y commanders in their rounds around the various

district towns aiSE have need of expenses, so what would you do about

that?

B I say to this if it involves official expenses (like

providing rewards for training in military affairs etc.), then

all the district towns have official reserves that they can use to

meet expaBses. (Note: The taxes kep~ on reserve in the adm. town

(yuse), and the ever-normal funds, are according to law to be used

to meet expenses, but at the end of the year you make deductions

and memorialize it.)(END NOTE) If there are private expenditures

like this, then there is no reason why the provincial governors

and a~y commanders should keep their private reserves in the various

district to'''ns.

Some might say that even though you abolish the hwanja system,

when there is a famine year, you will not be able to avoid making loans
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to the people) and naturally the h\"anja (system) will be restored.

I say to this that if you have no regularly established method

(law), then even though you might not be able to completely provide

:~;~~y (j}L\\ )in a f_ne year, and you loan (grain, food)

(note; lJhen giving relief to the starving in a bad crop year, you also

should distribute (grain)from the everm-normal (funds) and give it

out for hiE~workers (HPA'?). Do not openly call it Charity<!;tBfll ),
but behind the scenes (in the rear areas) you can lend out (rent out)

land.)(END NOTE) then the confusion from paying back (loans) will

stop with one time (only occur at once), only, and you will not have

to carry out every year a limitless evil.

When the granaries are filled, even though there is a regulation

that old grain is to be exchanged for new, you cannot avoid forcing

the peasants (to provide new grain for the old)t and the reason for this

is that the grain does not last long. I "once studied an (ancient)

text (chon·g1(~il~' which said that ~ in ancient times states had

a reserve for nine years; and it also said that grain l~e~ (?~ )

for iai ten years. The granary stores in the districts in our country

all do not last long. Even though the north is separated from (different

from) the southern regions, it also does not last long (i.e., it's

colder up there, so the grain should last longer). In the south,

in no moce than several years none of the grain can be eaten.

Even though there is moisture because of the climate, it is also

that way because the system (of buildin )

ad they are not built strongly and carefully. In buitiding granaries,

you ought to select a high and dry place within the town walls, build

up the earth ~1t and fine(ly packed?~~ ), and bake bricks

and tiles~2il: and distribute them in double or txi3p triple layers

on the bottom (floor) of the granary. (Note; It is said that the

granaries in china are all like this.) Then you will be able to avoid moisture.
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(Note: Hhen it comes to the outside (provincial?) granaries

in the local districts today, they are even less reliable. Xk&

xtxtKesxkmtdxXkKt Official reserves are managed by ~overnment offices,
villages

but they are scatetered about in the pro~ncial XEHHK. During normal

times the evils and harm both to public and private interests are

so bad they cannot be described in words, but when war comes they are

only empty and abandoned. Granaries (should) only be established

in walled towns. As for the present provincial granaries, they ought

all to be abolished. If we abolish the hwanja system, then these

ought to be changed (removed) by themselves.)(ENdNOTE)

Some might say that the ever-normal law is really very good, but that

if unfortunately you have corru t and embezzli clerks a~

~~xmiHKX they will (take advantage of) the rise and fall

in the price of commodities and deceive and hide (things from)

the superior agency (in charge of the ever-normal granaries)

in order to steal property (from the granaries). Then what can you

do about it?

I say to this that this is an evil of the times; it is not an

evil of the method (p~b). In general corrupt and embezzling clerks are

all a~raid that others will know of them (what they're doing). At

present the prices (of goods) are hung in the marketplace, and those....
from far and near all hear of them. Even if they wanted to deceive

and mxs cover up, it would not be easy (for them to do so).

If they were to steal and hide (what they stole), the state would

do no more than to look at the loss of property, and that would be all.

(The state) would not cause the common people to suffer their cruel

nd arbitrary (treatment).

i(Note: Some might also say that if when you divided up and

sold off (the grain) of the ever-normal (granaries) it was not done

equally, then the great and wealthy would be the ones to profit from
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it. So what about that?

I say to this that the present hwanja system also has this

problem. The officials are supposed to 8KXX distribute grain (loans)

equally, openly and clearly. If the official bends to one side

to serve his private interest, then w~ naturally have laws (to deal

with this). The present laws provide for the crime of pangnap(~~ ),

and still there are violators. Those who listen (adjudicate these

cases) deal \Vith (these cases) severely. La\Vs are basically

that by people. (i tug lin i haengji cha
(official ?)

) . If there is a bandit, the court is obliged to
•

punish him when it becomes aware of (the crime) and choose another
,
man of talent (to replace him?).x~ In ancient

and current times it never made sense to talk about law HiXkEKx

~ \While ignoring(the problem) of obtaining (the right) men (to implement

~it). (END NOTE) 12 .
the scholars and people (sa-min"±cW> that

Order/village granaries (SaCh'ang~~~-) are to be

established in each of their Villages (hyang~hat is, the present

! !!! ! !

3:56a

my~n) in accordance with a the ancient method (law). (Note: Hand

down Within the country a clear order to the peopee, that in each hyang

(myon) they should establish sach'ang order to prepare (a reserve),
for a bad crop (hyungh\'lang ~ If there is anyone who ,,'ants

to establish one, have him petition to his magistrate; calculate

and loan (him) the rice from the ever-normal (granary) and allow

a liberal limit of about a dozen years (for repayment). After enough

rice has been (collected) as interest, then (have the granary) repay-the original sum (used as a principal seed fund). If there are

any wealthy people who \Vant to give rice to use as a principal fund

(chakpon~~ ), then in accordance ,'lith what is convenient Ran \Vhen

the interest rice ~ (that is collected) reaches the (origina11sum

lent, it will also be repaid (to the wealthy contributor). As for the
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p.79, 3:56a regulations for collecting and distributing (the grain), then do it

in acoordance with the old system of Chu Hsi1s she-ts'ang. This

(system) accords with a (proper) change (reform). It will also be

necessary to make adjustments in accordance with local customs, and

establish regulations in accordance with what is appropriate, as in

V the \yay regul~ns have been made for the present k1e ~( • ).

Once it is established, report to the magistrate who will affix his
(I single

seal and resp~~reserve (it), and make a/regulation aKKxxix

that combines (regUlations) for the villageE contract system (hyangyak).

From those (who administer) the con:ract (SayakChung~~~~. choose

a 10ce1 resident or a temporary (guest) resident (kigO ~~ )

court official or scholar who is righteous and diligent in ~behavior

and put him in charge of it, to take measures openly and fairly
V -----------

together with the local (hyang)· elders. The magistrate will just

\ enCQl rage and aid them in keeping it in good repair, and that is all.

\ He will not interfere with its management. If (no one) wants to

establish one, they will not be forced to do so. For those who

establish a sach'ang, permit 1 kyong of land be given to establish

[I the g:anary, and ex_t them from taxes and military service.

\ (Subnote: Within this l ky~ng, in addition to the land for the

granary, the rest of the land's household labor service and taxes will

all be managed (received) by the granary.)(END SUBNOTE). Also appoint

3 men (exempt them from the support cloth tax (pop1o) and the labor

service required of the kYOngbU~~) and have them guard the

granary and handle affairs. If the Village (hyang--my~n) at present
that

has an "outside granary" (provincial granary)¢X ought to be abolished

then permit the granary building to continue to be used as a sach'ang.

)

If a granary is built., then calculate what is needed and provide kyDngbu

(peasants who have received land grants) to help with the labor.

In general the sach1ang must have an administration building(c ongdang )

~~
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which can be used concurrently into a place for receiving lectures

in the hyang (myon).)(END NOTE)

Some might say that the sach'ang method is really convenient and

good, so how would people not be willing to establish them? KKK But

\ hG~ even though they might establish them in the village, it would

~ be difficult alwa stain (good) men. They might be run carelessly

and be abandoned (neglected), so how about that?

I say to this that once the court has issued the order and

the magistrates sincerely give encouragement so that there be no

) :,,~ _ harm, then there definitely ,vill be people to respond. It is

an established custom (among people) that they receive 'vhat is

of advantage to them and do not see the difficulty (in it). If

(

any granary) should be abandoned and ruined because it was not

possible to obtain (the right men to run them), then this wuld be

because of the evils of the times (the fa t of t he times), it

would not be the fault of the law (system). Supposing (the granary)

were not kept in good repair, still there would be no harm

done year after year by poisoning the people (such as in the hwanja

system?), and if the people avoid harm, then they can be secure in their

occupations and work at agriculture, and families will have

enough to store by. Also if you have the evef-normal system to

supplement and benefit them, then their lives will be saved during
'"

famine years, which is something not to be compared to the

present hwanja (system).

I once said that to establis~ both the vver-normal and sach'ang

systems was the best (policy). After that I studied the classieR

traditions (C~~n,gi~~1Li and the words of the former wise men

which said; ~stablish ever-normal (granaries) in the chu and ~
(adm. districts), an18establi~h the "righteous granaries". (aich lang~J~
in the hyang ( 1ttt )and sa (~!. )(villages) , c...J Lt S...., b IK tea~-afA,d,
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It was the ancients who said that tha~ knew that this was the best

method. It only depends on our taking this up and putting it into

practice. and that is all there is to it.


